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ECE 110 is a design laboratory for 
first-year students at Illinois

Required for majors in electrical engineering, 
computer engineering, general engineering, 
industrial engineering
Introduces selected topics in electric circuits, 
electronics, digital logic, communications
Directed toward the design of an autonomous line-
following vehicle in the laboratory
Each week: 3 hrs lecture, 3 hr lab
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Presentation Notes
Created in early 1990s when engineering programs began design courses for first-year students.300 students per semester. General engineering: systems engineering.Topics without calculus. So DC circuits, KCL, KVL, node analysis. Diodes and transistors (common emitter circuit only). Gates, flip-flops. Also digital communications: error detection/correction, data compression, cryptography. But circuits, electronics, digital systems used in laboratory. Vehicle has two independently controllable motors.Each lab section 20-28 students, each with two TAs (usually grad students, some undergrad TAs). Ten weeks, followed by four weeks for design project.



https://uofi.box.com/s/ivlsbb5tq9u2kfs98ddjdssv39b
vy6m9
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pa-DLQj-xhM
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Laboratory instructors face common 
problems with student teams

Participation problems
• Free riders
• Dominant leaders 
• Divide-and-conquer

Student outcomes
• Lack of confidence
• Little increase in 

practical skills or 
conceptual 
understanding
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Divide-and-conquer: to complete tasks quickly, students specialize toward their preferred roles, so limits their experiences



How can student teams be structured 
to promote learning in labs?

Pair programming method in computer science 
(Williams & Kessler, 2000)
Students work in pairs to complete program
Simple roles: Driver and Navigator
Driver types specification or code
Navigator observes, comments, asks metacognitive 
questions
Students switch roles every 20 minutes
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In a first course in computer science, 
pair programming improved …

Confidence
Satisfaction
Persistence

• After one year (all students): 71% vs. 42%
• After one year (female students): 60% vs. 22%

(McDowell, Werner, Bullock, & Fernald, 2006)
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Persistence of declared computer science majors increased significantly. Don’t need inferential statistics to determine something good is happening. 



We designed structured pairing as a 
modification of pair programming

Driver wires 
circuits, adjusts 
multimeter
Navigator checks 
work, records data
Switch at 
designated points 
in lab procedure



Research Questions

How does structured pairing affect students’
• Persistence in engineering
• Confidence in laboratory skills
• Satisfaction and attitudes

How do laboratory experiences of students in 
structured pairing compare with students in 
traditional lab sections?



We implemented and evaluated 
structured pairing in ECE 110 labs

Quasi-experiment, Fall 2009
• IRB Approval: University of Illinois IRB #10055
• 6 structured pairing, 7 traditional lab sections

Sequential mixed-methods design
(QUAN → qual)

• 40-item end-of-semester survey
• Final exam grades
• Two focus groups in January 2010
• College of Engineering enrollment data



Students in structured pairing and 
traditional sections were similar

Structured Traditional
Students who consented 126 114
Students who completed 
survey 104 109

Average ACT-Math score 30.8 29.9
Average final exam score 68.7 68.1
Passed ECE 110 with C or
better grade 102 (81%) 89 (86%)
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Were structured pairing students 
more likely to persist in engineering?

No significant difference based on enrollment data

% of students … Structured Traditional
who took another 
engineering course the 
semester following ECE 
110

93.7 93.0

majoring in engineering 
after 6 months 88.9 86.8
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To measure confidence, satisfaction, 
attitudes, we administered a survey

Based on:
• Existing surveys 
• Issues identified in ECE 110 lab

Reviewed by expert in survey design, 40 items:
• Comfort with lab tasks
• Confidence and satisfaction, discipline and 

course
• Teamwork
• Desire to persist
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We compared structured pairing and 
traditional sections on 26 of 40 items

Exploratory factor analysis: five factors
• Confidence in lab abilities (10 items)
• Satisfaction with and desire to persist in ECE (6 

items)
• Team satisfaction (3 items)
• Desire to team in future (4 items)
• Lab satisfaction (2 items)

66% of total variance explained, α = .82
One item removed
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Other 13 of 40 items were diagnostic with information to assist in lab management. Persist in ECE for ECE majors, or to take ECE electives for IE/GE majorsDiscarded one item (using alpha with item removed test?): confidence in final project. Some students did survey before, some after they demonstrated final project. So that item was already suspect. 



We found significant differences on 
three factors

Factor Structured
(n = 59)

Traditional
(n = 106)

Effect
size d

Confidence in lab abilities 4.22* 3.93 .39

Satisfaction with and 
desire to persist in ECE

4.17 3.93 .32

Team satisfaction 4.57* 4.20 .51

Desire to team in future 4.59 4.39 .31

Lab satisfaction 4.21* 3.60 .67

* p < .05, with Bonferroni-Holm correction
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Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple t tests to reduce accumulation of Type I errors. Medium effect sizesNotice n = 59 instead of 104. Focus groups: found students didn’t always follow structured pairing protocol. For structured sections: Took only students who used structured pairing at least half the time for design project.



Structured pairing students perceived 
lower workload and difficulty

Survey Item Structured Traditional
Workload of the ECE 110 
laboratory

3.19* 3.49

Difficulty of the weekly 
laboratory tasks

3.35* 3.59

Difficulty of the final project 3.32* 3.56

* p < .05
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Structured pairing improves students’ 
confidence and satisfaction in lab

Conclusions:
No negative impact on student learning or 
persistence in engineering
Increased confidence in lab abilities and 
satisfaction with team and lab experiences
Lower perceived difficulty and workload
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Questions?



A DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL 
OF RESEARCH MENTORING
Renata A. Revelo and Michael C. Loui
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We studied mentoring in a summer 
undergraduate research program

Information Trust 
Institute (ITI) Summer 
Undergraduate 
Research Internship 
Program supported by 
NSF, ten weeks
Mentoring program for 
grad students followed 
Handelsman et al. 
(2005)
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1. Little previous research on research mentoring. No previous research on mentoring by grad students. Easier to get data from grad students than from faculty! (Justification for this sample.)2. ITI summer program 2008 to 2012. Each summer 20 to 24 students; half are international students, ten are funded by NSF REU Site program3. Some of the graduate mentors participated in the graduate mentors program.



Graduate student mentors of 
undergrads learned mentoring skills

Half-day initial orientation
• Prior experiences, concerns
• Planning first week, setting expectations
• Start mentoring philosophy statements

Biweekly meetings throughout summer
• Discussed problems and solutions
• Different themes: giving and receiving 

feedback, diversity, writing and presenting
• Short scenarios from Handelsman et al.
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Each graduate student wrote a 
mentoring philosophy statement

Similar to teaching philosophy statement
Draft at beginning of summer, revised at end
500-1000 word statement
“Why do we conduct research?”
“What are your goals for your students?”
“What personal characteristics or prior experiences 
influence the way you mentor?”
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Each graduate student kept a weekly 
reflective journal

Four to six questions per week
What skills do you want to teach your 
undergraduate researcher? (Week 1)
How does your undergraduate researcher feel 
about the project now? (Week 5)
How has your definition of good mentoring changed 
over the summer? (Week 8)
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We analyzed documents using 
grounded theory

Collected documents from 18 graduate student 
mentors in 2010, 2011, 2012 

• Mentoring philosophy statements (draft, 
revised)

• Weekly reflective journal entries
Used grounded theory to create a four-stage 
developmental model of research mentoring
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Stage 1 
Student: Novice
Mentor: Director
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Rania Eldam (B.S. '13) conducts geochemistry research aimed at understanding the geologic history of a subduction zone with assistant professor Jaime Barnes (left)http://www.jsg.utexas.edu/education/undergraduate/why-geosciences/ A mentor/mentee relationship is like the closed-loop control system … The mentee is the plant and the mentor the controller … The control signal must be directed to a goal of the mentor’s … The mentor/mentee relationship is not a partnership of equals.Mentor 2012-2, Draft mentoring statement



Stage 2 
Student: 
Apprentice
Mentor: Master
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http://linkrandom.blogspot.com/2011/06/my-top-ten-star-wars-characters-3-obi.html�Clearly explaining my goals and expectations can help guide my students, without me having to direct their every step. If they know where they are going, they can plan accordingly, but not have to follow my process exactly. This may actually help improve their creativity, as I am not structuring their every action.Mentor 2011-3, Draft mentoring statement



Stage 3
Student: 
Collaborator 
Mentor: Guide
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http://www.visitrainier.com/pg/hike_how_to_choose/Hiking-Mt-Rainier-From-Easy-to-Strenuous-How-to-ChooseUndergraduate research … helps to spark talented students to start creating ideas and doing work on their own … [I want to see the student] take pride and ownership in his project … Finally [the student] should be able to come up with new directions of research not initially specified, and start to generate goals that were not specifically given.Mentor 2010-C, Draft mentoring statement



Stage 4 
Student: Colleague
Mentor: Consultant
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Over time, the primary responsibility 
shifts from mentor to student

2Corbin, J. M., and Strauss, A. L., Basics of Qualitative Research: Techniques and Procedures for
Developing Grounded Theory, 3rd ed., Sage Publications, Los Angeles, Calf., 2008.

Stage Student role Mentor role Primary 
responsibility

1 Novice Director Mentor

2 Apprentice Master Mentor

3 Collaborator Guide Equal

4 Colleague Consultant Student
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The number 4 is a universal constant. Many popular models of intellectual development have four stages.Piaget: Sensorimotor, Preoperational, Concrete Operational, Abstract OperationalPerry: Dualism, Multiplicity, Relativism, CommitmentBelenky: Received Knowing, Separate Knowing, Procedural Knowing, Constructed KnowingBaxter Magolda: Absolute Knowing, Transitional Knowing, Independent Knowing, Contextual Knowing



Stage Student role Mentor role Primary 
responsibility

1 Novice Director Mentor

2 Apprentice Master Mentor

3 Collaborator Guide Equal

4 Colleague Consultant Student

The model explains conflicts between 
mismatched stages



Stage Student role Mentor role Primary 
responsibility

1 Novice Director Mentor

2 Apprentice Master Mentor

3 Collaborator Guide Equal

4 Colleague Consultant Student

The model explains conflicts between 
mismatched stages



A Stage 4 mentor writes about a Stage 
1 student (2012)

Week 2
Week 3
Week 5
Week 6
Week 8
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He told me he had no problem at the assigned papers, but later I found out that he didn’t quite get the points. I should have asked more details. (Wk 2)He needs to learn how to “learn” new things. Now, he just swallows everything,… He may be able to use some tools, but doesn’t understand what it means or how it works. (Wk 3)When I encounter a problem/obstacles, I think then ask. The under[graduate] just asks and doesn’t think … He prefers me to tell him everything. (Wk 5)My management [style] is kind of free and based on trust. So I didn’t give him a hard deadline, which I should. (Wk 6)Sometimes, micro-manage is not a bad thing, and may even be necessary. (Wk 8)



The model advances over previous 
models of research mentoring

Gatfield (2005): four supervisory styles
Murphy, Bain, and Conrad (2007): four advising 
orientations
Lechuga (2011): three faculty roles
None of these defines student roles
None of these is developmental
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Previous models of faculty research mentoring. Gatfield (2005) defines four supervisory styles that differ in their levels of structure and support. The “contractual” style has high structure and high support, the “directorial” style has high structure and low support, the “pastoral” style has low structure and high support, and the “laissez-faire” style has low structure and low support. Murphy, Bain, and Conrad (2007) defined four advising orientations that vary on how much control the adviser has over the relationship and whether the relationship focuses on the task or on the person; assumed to be fixed by person. Lechuga (2011) described the perceived roles and responsibilities of faculty members as allies, ambassadors, and master teachers. None of previous models define student roles, or explains how the relationship can or should evolve; assumed to be relatively fixed.



We created a developmental model of 
research mentoring

2Corbin, J. M., and Strauss, A. L., Basics of Qualitative Research: Techniques and Procedures for
Developing Grounded Theory, 3rd ed., Sage Publications, Los Angeles, Calf., 2008.
2Corbin, J. M., and Strauss, A. L., Basics of Qualitative Research: Techniques and Procedures for
Developing Grounded Theory, 3rd ed., Sage Publications, Los Angeles, Calf., 2008.

Stage Student role Mentor role Primary 
responsibility

1 Novice Director Mentor

2 Apprentice Master Mentor

3 Collaborator Guide Equal

4 Colleague Consultant Student
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